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Contents

What does research integrity mean to you? I’ll ask you to consider that question, reflect on the 
complexities, and think about what kind of focus in research integrity might be most impactful.

Training in research integrity. I’ll share two references and the evidence they provide for approaches to 
training in research integrity.

Resources from Springer Nature. I’ll introduce two training resources from Springer Nature that you may 
find helpful as part of a comprehensive research integrity plan.

Closing thoughts. A research funder suggests all stakeholders have responsibility to ensure the publication 
system is conducive to (good) scholarship. Some things are better together.

Thank you!

Executive summary



What does 
research 
integrity 
mean to you?
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Something
shadowy and

sinister

Enhancing 
reproducibility

Research integrity

Photo credit: Magdalena Roeseler, CC BY 3.0, via Wikimedia 

Commons https://500px.com/MagdalenaRoeseler
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WCRI 2024: Abstract submission categories
https://wcri2024.org/abstracts-new/

Research environment. Healthy, supportive, inclusive workplace conducive to research integrity.

Training, supervision and mentoring.

Grant assessment, award, monitoring. Awarding grants and ensuring good grant governance.

Researcher assessment, evaluation, promotion. Researcher rewards and incentives.

Research procedures, materials and methods. How researchers design and carry out research.

Research ethics structures. Support for research ethics requirements.

Data practices and management. Data collection, storage, retention, archiving, and sharing.

Research collaboration.

Research publication and communication. Writing, reviewing, editing, and publishing.

Breaches of research integrity. Questionable practices, misconduct, breaches of integrity and its management.
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Nature 599, 533 (2021) https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-021-03493-4

https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-021-03493-4


Training
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Labib, Evans, Roje  et al. Science and Public Policy, 
49;2:246–266 https://doi.org/10.1093/scipol/scab077

“

Krishma Labib started her PhD at VUMC Amsterdam n January 2019. Her 
research is part of the European Commission Horizon 2020 funded Standard 
Operating Procedures for Research Integrity project SOPs4RI

https://doi.org/10.1093/scipol/scab077
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Needs and provision of research integrity training in Australian Institutions 

Researchers value integrity training and would like to be offered more

Researchers value integrity training

Findings and data https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19771759

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19771759


Resources
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New: April 2023

Free
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Course contents

What is research integrity?

Conducting research with integrity

Study design and execution

Ethics approval

Informed consent

Trial registration

Animal research

Plants, geological samples, cell lines

Authorship

Research Integrity: An Introduction for Researchers

Data

Reporting guidelines

Avoiding plagiarism

Conflicts of interest

Citation manipulation

Duplicate submission

Predatory publishers

Post-publication changes

Paper mills

https://www.springernature.com/gp/authors/campaigns/research-integrity-course

https://www.springernature.com/gp/authors/campaigns/research-integrity-course
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Free
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https://www.springernature.com/gp/editors/editor-courses/fundamentals-of-peer-review

https://www.springernature.com/gp/editors/editor-courses/fundamentals-of-peer-review


Final 
thoughts



ensuring that the publication system 
develops in a way that is conducive to 
scholarship … enabling [academics] to 
avoid succumbing to misguided 
incentives

Alignment really matters
DFG: Academic Publishing as a Foundation and Area of Leverage for Research Assessment 
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May 2022 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6538162

“
The German Research Foundation (DFG) awarded EUR3.6 billion funding in 2021

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6538162


Thank you
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Allison Doerr

Chief Editor

Nature Methods

Promoting open science 
and research integrity at 

the Nature Research 
journals
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Manuscript transparency is key to research integrity and reproducibility

What did you do and how 
did you do it?

→Methods section 
including unique 
materials, Supplementary 
Protocols, Reporting 
Summary, Code 
Availability Statement 

What are the limitations
of the study?

→Discussion

What previous 
work had been 
done?

→Introduction, 
References

What data supports your results?

→Data Availability Statement, 
Supplementary Information, 
accession codes

Who did the work? Who funded the 
work? Do the authors stand to gain 
financially from publication?

→Author list, Acknowledgements, 
Ethics declaration
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Manuscript transparency is key to research integrity and reproducibility

What did you do and how 
did you do it?

→Methods reporting 
including unique 
materials, Supplementary 
Protocols, Reporting 
Summary, Code 
Availability Statement 

What are the limitations
of the study?

→Discussion

Who did the work? Who funded the 
work? Do the authors stand to gain 
financially from publication?

→Author list, Acknowledgements, 
Ethics declaration

What previous 
work had been 
done?

→Introduction, 
References

What data supports your results?

→Data Availability Statement, 
Supplementary Information, 
accession codes
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Authors must provide detailed Methods sections

• No word count limits on Methods sections

• Supplementary Notes encouraged

• Step-by-step protocols encouraged, utilize protocol repositories, 
cite DOI in reference list

Methods and protocols
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Authors must describe in full detail and agree to provide unique: 

• Plasmids 

• Antibodies

• Chemical compounds

• Cell lines

• Animal models

Nature Research journals require that:

• Plasmids, mutant strains and cell lines be deposited in public repositories and accession codes 
be provided

• Sources and catalog numbers for commercially available materials must be stated in the 
Methods

• Other unique reagents or materials be provided upon reasonable request for a reasonable fee

Unique materials
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Checklist

• Focuses on reporting basic, key elements to 
prevent them from being overlooked by 
authors and reviewers

• Experimental design

• Statistical information

• Unique reagents and materials

• Animal and human subject ethical 
guidelines

• Technique-specific modules (ChIP-seq, flow 
cytometry, MRI)

• Separate reporting tables for specific data 
types (crystallography, cryo-EM)

• Paper and checklist are evaluated by 
reviewers and in-house statistical experts

Nature Research Life Sciences Reporting Summary
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Most Nature Research journals require that:

• Code be made available if is central to the paper

• Code is provided for peer review, so that reviewers can test it

• Authors must fill in a code checklist 

Depending on the paper and its claims, we might require all/some of the below:

• Mathematical description of the algorithm

• Source code

• Pseudocode

• Compiled software

Code reporting
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Authors and journals must take steps to ensure that code is reproducible, reusable, and remains 
available long-term!

Best practices dictate that authors:

• Describe code availability and conditions of access in a Code Availability Statement

• Provide code via an established repository such as Github

• Mint a DOI (such as by Zenodo) and include it in the reference list

• Use versioning and continue to make the version used to generate results in the paper 
available

• Provide clear documentation for installation and use

• Provide a software license (ideally open source – any restrictions must be stated)

• Include sample data for others to test-run the software

Code Availability Statement
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Code Ocean enables researchers to create a containerized version of their software, called a 
‘compute capsule’

Code Ocean

Benefits:
• All components required 

to re-run code are 
included in the compute 
capsule

• Helps authors comply 
with journal 
requirements

• Helps streamline code 
review process

• Provides easy and 
indefinite (digitally 
preserved) access to 
software 
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Nature Research promotes data sharing and data citation

• Many types of data are mandated to be shared via established repositories 

• Authors encouraged to share non-mandated data via a repository if available

• Citation of dataset DOI in reference list is strongly encouraged

• Source data underlying graphs, gels/blots strongly encouraged

Best practices in data representation

• Avoid bar graphs

• Show full data distribution

• Avoid red/green contrast

• Show scale bars

Data reporting
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• How the data supporting the 
results reported in the article 
can be accessed

• Links to publicly available 
datasets that are 
analyzed/generated during 
study

• Details of source data

• States any restrictions on 
access

• We discourage “Data 
available upon request” 
statements 

Data Availability Statement
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Transparent peer review

• Authors choose whether to publish anonymized reviewer reports with the paper

Reviewer recognition

• Reviewers choose whether to be named on the published paper 

Signed reviewer reports

• Reviewers may sign their reports to reveal themselves to the authors (and 
potentially readers, if the authors select transparent peer review)

Double blind peer review

• Both authors and reviewers are anonymous

Transparency in peer review at Nature Research journals
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Registered Reports: a new format supporting research integrity

Data collection and analysis

Authors perform experiments and analysis 
according to their AIP’d experimental plan

Stage 2 review

Authors submit the final, full manuscript; 
editors and reviewers evaluate whether 
authors stuck to their AIP’d experimental 
plan (new analyses are allowed but must be 
marked as ‘exploratory’)

Stage 1 round 1

Authors submit detailed experimental plan 
(including data analysis plan, Introduction, 
and optional pilot data) for editorial 
evaluation and peer review

Stage 1 round 2

Authors revise experimental plan based on 
reviewer comments and editor 
recommendations, then submit for re-review; 
if plan is deemed sound, AIP is offered; 
authors must register the experimental plan 
in a repository such as Figshare

Registered Reports offer a format (being increasingly adopted by Nature Research journals) to improve 
the integrity of research by shifting peer review to the research plan, rather than the results.
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Editorials: communicating with authors and readers
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Editorials: communicating with authors and readers
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In summary

Transparency in published manuscripts is key to research integrity
● Methods, materials and code reporting
● Data reporting

Newer initiatives by Nature Research journals help support research integrity
● New peer review initiatives
● New format: Registered Reports 
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Dominique Morneau-

Brosnan

Chief Editor

Nature Reviews Methods 

Primers

How Reviews journals 
can promote 

research integrity
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